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Abstract— In this work we present hardware and simulation
results for control strategies towards series-elastic actuated
(SEA) hopping systems. There is an abundance of work regard-
ing the implementation of highly simplified hopper models, the
prevalent example being the Spring Loaded Inverted Pendulum
(SLIP) model, with the hopes of extracting fundamental control
ideas for running and hopping robots. However, real-world
compliant legged systems cannot be fully described by such
simple models, as real actuators have additional inertia, friction,
and potentially SEA coupling dynamics. We seek to provide
a control framework capable of precisely regulating footholds
that can change arbitrarily on a step-to-step basis, as opposed
to simply providing a discrete set of stable limit cycles. We
illustrate how high-order partial feedback linearization can be
implemented directly on the leg-length state and show how
to apply these results so that algorithms designed for the
SLIP model already present in the literature can be accurately
implemented in more realistic hopping systems. In particular,
we use SLIP results which allow for fast analytical computation
of the reachable space that can take advantage of parallel
processing, thus enabling the ability of on-line motion planning
strategies. We present algorithms for selecting both SEA control
inputs and touch-down angles by parametrizing the centroid
of future reachable spaces, and provide step-length control
algorithms that can enforce any foothold chosen randomly from
the reachable space of the robot at each step.

I. INTRODUCTION

Among the different types of legged robots, hopping
robots, or hoppers, provide one of the simplest sufficient
models that capture many of the important attributes encom-
passed in dynamic locomotion: underactuation, compliance,
and hybrid features. Studying the behavior of and developing
control strategies for single-legged robotic systems has been
known to have many parallels towards running gaits in ani-
mals and humans [2], as well as more general and/or multi-
legged robots [3]. To achieve highly compliant legs capable
of dynamic running gaits with potentially high energy effi-
ciency, we consider robot models with springs in series with
their legs [4], [5]. This has led to the development of many
hopping and other series-elastic-actuated robots, including
well-known work led by Raibert [6], which produced many
successful but heavily tuned experimental results.
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An initial version of this work appeared as [1]; differences with this
article include a more detailed modeling section, inclusion of additional
motivating hardware details and results, expanded discussion of the SEA
parametrization, and construction of an analytic reachability-based touch-
down angle control approach. We also extend all applications towards step
length control, and provide more detailed simulation results.
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Fig. 1. The hopping robot FRANK has three actuators: A cable driven
series elastic actuator (SEA) to inject energy into the system, a planar leg
angle actuator to control the forward touch-down angle (θ), and a second
leg angle (θ⊥) actuator perpendicular to the direction of motion, to keep the
foot from slipping during the ground contact phase. The body of the robot
is connected to a boom, and for this work a mechanical lock is used on the
boom side to limit body rotation. An equivalent model for the system during
2D operation is shown to the right, where the SEA position La is a state
with real dynamics and represents the physical active spring compression
achieved via actuator current input, uleg . L represents the leg length of the
robot. Since the robot is cable driven, an optical encoder on the leg pulley
returns a direct measurement of the robot’s leg length.

The typical model used to help describe the dynamics of
running for legged animals and robots is the Spring Loaded
Inverted Pendulum (SLIP) model [7]. Despite its simplicity,
the equations governing the dynamics of the SLIP model
are not analytically solvable. This can present a limitation in
terms of computing control inputs or state prediction on-line.
The issue has been addressed by several works by providing
closed-form approximations of the system’s dynamics [8],
[9], [10], [11] which generally work well for symmetric
motion and stiffer legs. Work in [12] proposes to use a series-
elastic actuation (SEA) on the leg to simplify the system’s
dynamics and improve the accuracy of the approximation,
particularly for the non-symmetric case. The use of a series-
elastic actuator on the leg has the purpose of managing
energy variations in the system, which is justified by the
fact that most insects and animals naturally dissipate and
produce energy throughout motion, and it is documented
by studies on the response of guinea fowls to unexpected
terrain drops while running [13]. Several other theoretical
studies prior to [12] have investigated the effect of series-
elastic actuators on legs, both of monopeds and multi-legged
models [14], [15]. Work in [16] proposes an on-line control
algorithm based on analyses of the effect that actuation has
on the reachable space of the system. [17] develops a leg
actuation protocol for asymptotically stable gaits, while [18]
utilizes model-predictive control to determine the optimal



actuator displacement strategy for trajectory planning over a
set of feasible footholds. Ahmadi and Buehler [19] propose
to exploit the system’s passive dynamics to maximize energy
efficiency as well as to drive the system to a desired steady-
state gait. This particular strategy has been implemented
in the ARL-Monopod II [20], an actuated hopping robot
equipped with a rotational actuator and a spring at the hip,
and a series elastic actuator at the leg. The ARL-Monopod II
is only one of a number of SLIP-like robots that have been
designed and built throughout the years, starting from the
famous Raibert hoppers [6], [21]. Notable are Zeglin’s Bow
Leg Hopper [22], Thumper [23], [24], a monoped with knee
and heavy torso, and ATRIAS [25], [26], a human scaled
bipedal robots whose dynamics is modeled as a SLIP with
the goal to achieve similar performance.

A problem of interest in legged locomotion is negotiating
uneven terrains while maintaining stability. In [27], Ernst
et al. present a feedforward control action that involves
parameter variations during flight to successfully hop on
unknown terrains. A sinusoidal actuation control was imple-
mented in [28] to show steady-state hopping on terrains with
unexpected perturbations. [29] introduces a reactive con-
troller for trajectory planning on uneven terrain, and shows
its robustness to both model uncertainty and measurement
noise. Stably traversing uneven terrain is not always limited
to maintaining a predefined constant and can instead focus
on adjusting step-length to avoid certain terrain regions. If
we want to deploy robots in the real world, we may want
to ensure that the robot’s feet land on available locations
or footholds. Hodgins and Raibert [21] first dealt with this
problem by proposing three methods that consist in adjusting
either one of forward speed, stance time or flight time, using
leg positioning, constant actuation and variation of the spring
stiffness. Results are promising although not very accurate,
as the methods implemented do not incorporate an accurate
dynamical model of the system as we strive to do in this
work.

As a step toward being able to run outside on rough terrain,
the goal of our work is to stably achieve precise step control
while maintaining the ability to change step-length at each
hop. Additionally, control actions need to be computed in
real-time, to be able to deal with potential disturbances and
changes in the updated terrain sensing during locomotion.
Our previous work [30] considered a Raibert-like hopping
robot, called FRANK, with SEA at the leg and torque at the
hip to position the leg and stabilize its body attitude. We
have shown in simulation that partial feedback linearization
can be adopted to work directly on the center of mass for
SEA hoppers (or other underactuated legged systems [31])
during stance phase, where both control inputs (torque at
the leg and torque at the hip) are planned concurrently to
orient the ground reaction force vector and maintain body
stability. Additionally, the presence of compliant legs and/or
SEA elements requires building any control loops that act
instantaneously about an order higher than what is typically
used for underactuated mechanical systems (e.g., [32], [33]).
Our previous methods do not yet exploit many of the

approximations and/or algorithms for the SLIP model already
present in the literature. We are now interested in methods
allowing us to incorporate fast analytical SLIP-based approx-
imations [16], [12] in our trajectory planning. Therefore,
in this work we focus on a model of FRANK omitting
body angle dynamics, achieved in hardware by mechanically
locking the body with respect to the leg. Consequently,
the hip angle actuator uhip is completely unused during
the stance phase, as in the SLIP model’s case. We leave
for future work the task of investigating how to augment
our control strategies to compensate for body motions, as
it has been previously shown to be possible in [12]. We
discuss hardware implementations for apex height regulation
during steady-state forward motion to not only present our
first experimental results applying high-order partial feed-
back linearization (HOPFL) on FRANK, but also to verify
that such a strategy is indeed feasible to implement. We
investigate the application towards precise foothold selection
in 2D simulations as to not be limited by noisy sensing
of our robot, and show that by using HOPFL on the leg
length dynamics we can use SLIP-based approximations
to analytically compute the total reachable state space at
each step, quickly and using parallel processing. Using these
reachability calculations, we provide a method for choosing
touch-down angles in order to control the centroid of the
reachable space to appropriately adjust the set of possible
solutions at each step.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II overviews
dynamical hopping models that will be used throughout the
paper. Section III describes our proposed HOPFL controller
construction, and Section IV presents our motivating hard-
ware results implementing HOPFL on the robot FRANK.
Section V then explores how to integrate SLIP-based ap-
proximations to generate state phase trajectories for FRANK,
and Section VI provides our reachability-based touch-down
angle controller and step length algorithm to achieve precise
foothold selection. Section VII presents our simulation study
with results as well as accuracy and stability discussions.
Lastly, Section VIII contains conclusions and future work.

II. HOPPER MODELING

In this section we discuss dynamical modeling of hopping
robotic systems. Specifically, we start by introducing the
SLIP model, a prevalent tool in the legged locomotion
literature to study various aspects of running gaits. We next
consider real hardware implementations of hopping robots,
starting with a SEA 1D hopper to specifically illustrate the
actuator dynamics, and lastly provide a SEA 2D hopper
modeled after the robot FRANK. We draw a parallel between
these real systems and the ideal SLIP model.

A. The Active SLIP Model

As its name suggests, the SLIP model is a point mass
attached to a massless spring leg. Classically, this system
is conservative, i.e., there is no net energy change. To
allow for energy variations, with the goal of undergoing
different terrain profiles and being able to change stride



throughout motion, we consider an actuated version of the
SLIP model. In the active SLIP, the leg is equipped with
a series-elastic actuator to artificially compress/extend the
spring, thus varying the system’s net energy. The SLIP model
is a hybrid system, and its dynamics can be divided in two
phases, as in Fig. 2: a flight phase, purely ballistic with
respect to the system’s center of mass; and a stance phase,
characterized by ground contact between the foot and the
ground. The equations of motion for the stance phase can be
easily computed via a Lagrangian approach, and expressed
in polar coordinates as:

L̈ = − k
m

(L− L0 − La)− g cos θ + Lθ̇2, (1)

θ̈ = 2
L̇θ̇

L
− g

L
sin θ, (2)

where L is the leg length and θ is the angle the leg forms
with respect to the ground, as shown in Fig. 2. Additionally,
k is the spring stiffness, m is the mass of the body, and
La is the actuator’s length. The transition between flight and
stance phase is called touch-down (TD), while the transition
between stance and flight phase is called take-off (TO). The
highest point of the flight phase is called the apex state, A.
Defining x and y as the horizontal and vertical coordinates
of the mass, respectively, we can characterize the apex state
as the state during flight with ẏ = 0. Then, A = [y, ẋ]. The
space in the x-dimension traveled by the system in one step,
i.e., the distance between consecutive footholds, is called the
step length S.
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Fig. 2. The Spring Loaded Inverted Pendulum (SLIP) is a classical model
often used to describe the motion legged systems, most particularly hopping
robots. This particular variant, ASLIP, includes an active input term to
allow the spring compression to be changed. The typical control variable of
interest is the step length S, defined as the distance between two successive
footholds, which is a function of the ballistic trajectory and the take-off and
touch-down angles.

The SLIP model is an idealized system: its strength lies
in being a simple yet effective way to model hopping gaits
in animals and humans. Several layers of complexity can be
added to this simplified system to match real-world hardware
more closely. In particular, a realistic model would include
an unsprung mass at the foot/lower part of the leg, as well
as inertia in both leg and body. Without mass in the leg, the
SLIP model lacks any notion of energy loss due to impact
at TD and TO. More realistic dynamics should also include
damping and friction terms. A separate issue arises when

considering the motion of the series-elastic actuator, which
is typically modeled as an instantaneous impulse from an
initial position to a desired one [17]. In the SLIP model
La(t) is the control variable and can typically be chosen
freely: the input/output pair is (La, L). For more realistic
implementations, however, La(t) itself is typically driven by
a motor torque, τ (or, equivalently, an input current u), thus
the SEA position La(t) should be considered as an additional
degree of freedom, with its own dynamics including mass,
frictional and damping terms, and physical limits.

In the rest of this section we will show two hardware
systems inspired by the SLIP model. We model both systems
similarly to the SLIP’s dynamics (2), but we include the
fundamental differences discussed above.

B. SEA 1D Model

The simplest type of hopping robot hardware one can build
is, unsurprisingly, a vertical hopper. These robots typically
have an actuator mechanism to modify spring energy and
allow for apex height regulation during vertical hopping.
Although a simple problem in terms of how many control
variables are involved (a “1D problem”), for real hardware
implementations the coupling between spring compression
and input motor current can be quite non-trivial, therefore we
briefly discuss 1D hopper dynamics. The robots considered
in this work use SEA, and examples of such robots developed
by the UCSB Robotics Lab group [34] can be seen in
Fig. 3. It can be shown using a Lagrangian approach that
the dynamics of the stance phase are

L̈ =
1

ms
(K(La − L+ L0 + c)− b2L̇−msg)− f2sgn(L̇)

L̈a =
1

me
(K(L− La− L0+ c)− b1L̇a+νS)−f1sgn(L̇a)

νS = kp(2La − cp)− γuleg
(3)

where variables k, c, kp, cp,ms,me, g represent respectively
the spring constant, main spring pre-load, pre-load spring
constant, SEA spring pre-load, sprung mass, effective ac-
tuator mass, and gravity constant, and γ converts the input
current uleg into input force to the SEA. Non-linear frictional
effects are common in SEA systems, particularly those that
are cable driven, therefore we choose to include Coulomb
friction terms f1 and f2 in addition to damping terms b1
and b2. An important note here is that when realistic SEA
dynamics are considered, any approximations that rely on
the leg length being able to accelerate arbitrarily fast or even
change instantaneously are not valid.

C. SEA 2D Model (FRANK)

In this work we primarily consider the 2D (and potentially
3D) hopping robot FRANK (FRANK: Robot Acronym Not
Known), shown in Fig. 1 together with a model schematic.
FRANK is tethered to a large carbon fiber boom on which all
hardware is mounted. The body of the robot is mechanically
locked at the boom side, making its dynamics similar to
a hardware realization of SLIP; however the robot model



Fig. 3. Above shows hopping robots (a) Hopper B, (b) Hopper C, and
(c) schematic for 1D SEA hopper models, where L represents the length
from the ground to the bottom of the leg with natural length L0. The spring
energy can be actively controlled via SEA position La, a state with real
dynamics, that compresses the spring from the opposite end. For hardware
SEA hoppers, actuator dynamics happen at a time scale similar to that of
leg dynamics and therefore cannot be well-approximated as instantaneous
as in SLIP. The leg mechanism used for Hopper C is the same used in
FRANK.

exhibits real actuator dynamics, leg inertia, and both sprung
and unsprung mass. Similarly to the SLIP model, this system
can be described as having a flight phase and a stance phase.
During the flight phase the system follows ballistic-like
dynamics based on the boom geometry, which are omitted
here due to space limitations. The state X of the system
during stance is given as

X = [θ, L, La, θ̇, L̇, L̇a]T

where θ represents the leg angle, L represents the leg length,
and La represents the position of the SEA. It can be shown
using a Lagrangian approach that the dynamics of the stance
phase are θ̈

L̈

L̈a

=M−1

C +

 −NKtuhip
−b2L̇− f2sgn(L̇)

−γuleg−b1L̇a−f1sgn(L̇a)

 (4)

where non-linear matrices M and C are both functions of
X . The SEA actuator variable uleg outputs current to drive
La with motor torque constant Kt and gear ratio N . On the
robot, this is accomplished using a network of pulleys that
connect to the leg mechanism, and sliding pulleys which
drive the main springs. The parallel combination of these
form an effective spring constant k, and an additional smaller
spring kp is used with a large amount of pre-load to tension
the system.

Next we consider the variables we typically wish to
regulate. These variables are the center of mass locations

of the robot, given as

xCoM =
1

ml +ms
(mlxleg +msxbody)

yCoM =
1

ml +ms
(mlyleg +msybody)

(5)

where ml represents the combined (unsprung) leg and foot
mass, and xleg , yleg represent the position of the CoM of
the leg. Similarly, xbody , ybody represent the position of the
CoM of the (sprung) body mass ms. The equations mapping
these variables to the states of the system are given by

xleg = xfoot +
L

2
sin θ

yleg = yfoot +
L

2
cos θ

xbody = xfoot + L sin θ

ybody = yfoot + L cos θ + l2

(6)

where l2 represents the distance between the hip joint and the
body CoM, and xfoot and yfoot are constant during stance,
and have ballistic dynamics during flight. During the discrete
events TD and TO, additional energy in the system is lost
due to any unsprung mass. At TD, the foot of the robot
impacts the ground causing the unsprung portion of the leg’s
velocity to be dissipated. The instantaneous effect on the
CoM velocity can be written as

ẋ+CoM = ẋ−CoM −
ml

2(ms +ml)
ẋ−foot

ẏ+CoM = ẏ−CoM −
ml

2(ms +ml)
ẏ−foot.

(7)

At TO, the moving frame of the body impacts the leg
assembly causing the system to lift off the ground. As
previously described for Raibert hoppers [6], the radial
change in velocity can be found by conservation of linear
momentum and results in additional loss on the CoM velocity
as

ṙ+ =
ms

ml +ms
L̇− +

ml

2(ml +ms)
L0θ̇

ẋ+foot = ṙ+ sin θ, ẏ+foot = ṙ+ cos θ
(8)

Note that while the touch-down angle can be chosen and
controlled during flight, all control authority using the SEA
to regulate a ballistic trajectory must be accomplished in the
preceding stance phase. Although the robot FRANK has an
additional actuated angle state (θ⊥), we omit it from the 2D
dynamics as it is only used to prevent the leg from slipping
in the perpendicular direction during operation. For this work
we consider only using the SEA during nominal 2D hopping,
similar to SLIP, therefore the actuator variable uhip is always
zero during the stance phase. Model parameters obtained via
system identification experiments are shown in Table I, and
are used for all hardware and simulation work presented in
this paper.

III. HIGH ORDER PARTIAL FEEDBACK LINEARIZATION

This section introduces a feedback method for enforcing
trajectories directly on the leg length L with realistic SEA



L0 0.543 m Natural leg length
ms 7.59 kg Sprung (body) mass
ml 0.548 kg Unsprung (leg) mass
me 7.11 kg Effective actuator mass
Jl 0.015 kg m2 Leg inertia
K 2,389 N/m Main spring constant
c 0.002 m Main spring pre-load
kp 245.18 N/m Tension spring constant
c 0.114 m Tension spring pre-load
Kt 0.0369 Nm/A Motor torque constant
N 66 Motor gear ratio
γ 59.1 N/A SEA actuator constant
b1 1.74 Ns/m SEA linear friction
f1 0.91 N SEA coulomb friction
b2 1.08 Ns/m Leg linear friction
f2 0.53 N Leg coulomb friction
l2 8.22 cm Body distance from hip
LB 2.12 m Boom length
mB 1.15 kg Boom mass
umax 15 A Maximum current input

TABLE I
MODEL PARAMETERS FOR THE ROBOT FRANK
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Fig. 4. This figure shows that even for the simple case of regulating apex
heights (the “1D problem”) on a realistic hopper model, using simplistic
control methods will not result in good performance. The first plot shows
that even in vertical hopping the performance leaves much to be desired, and
the second plot illustrates how performance will degrade further if such a
strategy is attempted during forward motion. Such methods may be capable
of converging to steady-state commands via integral action, but fast step-
to-step changes require more dynamic planning.

dynamics. There are two core reasons to develop such a
method. The first is simply to have an accurate method of
implementing feedback control continuously on the system.
Fig. 4 shows that even for the often considered “simple” case
of regulating apex heights during vertical hopping, simplistic
controllers that do not incorporate accurate dynamical mod-
els often have very sub-par performance, as they typically
rely on discrete energy-based estimations and/or feedback of
apex state measurements only. Even in the case of analyt-
ically solving the 1D system for feed-forward commands,
a controller solely based on feed-forward information will
often result in significant errors from model inaccuracies.
The second core motivation follows from the fact that

analytical solutions for more general 2D hopping systems
are difficult to calculate in the presence of complex actuator
dynamics. In particular, by ensuring the trajectory of the leg
length follows some nominal reference, approximations can
be made to predict the underactuated leg angle dynamics, as
the instantaneous acceleration of the leg angle depends only
on the leg state L and not La.

We would like to use uleg to directly control L (not La),
and since our system has potentially both nonlinear frictional
effects and leg angle dynamics we would like to negate,
we propose to use feedback linearization to accomplish
both goals. Since uleg does not directly affect L̈ due to
the presence of the series elastic spring element, we must
map the feedback linearization to a higher order state than
is typically used for control of underactuated mechanical
systems [33], [31]. In this case, we must take two additional
derivatives for our control variable to directly affect L, and
therefore the relative degree of our system with L as the
chosen output is 4.

Since any Coulombic frictional terms present are not
differentiable, we approximate them with an arctan function,
which is reasonably close for scaling constant µ sufficiently
small, and generate the approximate dynamics as

W =M−1

C +

 −NKtuhip

−b2L̇− 2f2
π atan( L̇µ )

−γuleg−b1L̇a− 2f1
π atan( L̇a

µ )


 (9)

We proceed by taking two derivatives of the state acceleration
equations in (9) to obtain the dynamics for the jounce of the
system as

Λ(X,uleg) ≈
d2

dt2
W (10)

where we have neglected the higher order terms appearing
in the derivatives of uhip as for this work the hip actuator
is unused during stance. We lastly substitute (10) in (9) and
extract the component of Λ corresponding to the leg-length
state to form our control variable as

....
L = βL(X)uleg + εL(X)

where βL and εL are functions of the state X . Next we define
our control law as

uleg =
1

βL
(−εL + vL). (11)

In other words, uleg cancels the natural dynamics (given by
εL) and forces any errors in L to decay via linear, fourth-
order dynamics that we set through vL. Specifically, we
choose

vL = v1 + v2

v1 = Kp(Lref − L) +Kd(L̇ref − L̇)

v2 = Kdd(L̈ref − L̈) +Kddd(
...
Lref −

...
L)

(12)

which requires four total poles in the closed-loop dynamics
of L(t). One option for setting the controller gains is to first
select a dominant pole-pair with natural frequency ωn and
damping ratio ζ, and then set a significantly faster decay rate



for the two remaining, real-valued poles, p3 and p4. For a
chosen set of wn, ζ, p3, p4, the gains are:

Kp = p3p4w
2
n

Kd = (p3 + p4)w2
n + 2p3p4ζwn

Kdd = w2
n + 2ζ(p3 + p4)wn + p3p4

Kddd = p3 + p4 + 2ζwn

Additionally, we require both references and estimates of the
acceleration and jerk of the system, which can be calculated
using a filter for velocity and analytical computations.

For the special case of apex height regulation, which
involves designing compatible stance phase trajectories such
that the terminating value of L̇, i.e., the take-off velocity
L̇TO, is set corresponding to a desired apex height, it is
sufficient to use a reduced PFL construction as

G1 =
1

ms
(k(La−L+L0+ c)− b2L̇−msg)− 2f2

π
atan(

L̇

µ
)

...
L ≈ d

dt
G1 = − k

ms
(L̇− L̇a)−G1(

b2
ms

+
2f2
π
√
µ

1

µ+ L̇2
)

....
L ≈ d

dt
(
d

dt
G1) = β̃L(X)uleg + ε̃L(X)

(13)

which clearly shows the SEA coupling dynamics in that uleg
does not directly appear until L̈a appears in the dynamics
for the jounce of the leg. We then use the same control law
from (11) with the reduced PFL coefficients β̃L and ε̃L.

IV. HARDWARE EXPERIMENTS ON FRANK

In this section we present motivating hardware results
implementing our PFL strategy on the robot FRANK, reg-
ulating apex heights during steady-state forward motion
and rejecting ground disturbances during vertical hopping.
We acknowledge these are simpler problems than foothold
placement, which we address in simulation in the next
sections. However, these results demonstrate that using high-
order PFL on the leg state is feasible and performs well
on real hardware, which is inevitably affected by model
inaccuracies and imperfect sensing, currently preventing us
from performing more elaborate control experiments. With
the ability to drive the dynamics of the leg to desired
trajectories, we have direct control authority of the radial
take-off velocity of the system, and can use approximations
to estimate the angular dynamics, θ, as the acceleration of
these states do not instantaneously depend on La.

A. Analytical 1D Trajectory Generation

The reduced PFL construction in (13) was used along
with the reduced 1D model in (3) to generate trajectories
online used in (12) during hardware operation. A more
general method for use in non-steady state 2D hopping is
presented in section V. For the case of a 1D hopper, an
analytical solution exists and can be determined exactly.
By categorizing the control actuation as a step input at
touchdown, we can form a piecewise linear analytic solution
for the dynamics during stance, which can be calculated

as a simple sum of complex exponential functions using
Inverse Laplace Transform techniques applied directly to
the dynamics in (3). To construct trajectories for regulating
apex heights, we consider the total energy of the spring-mass
system during stance as

UL =

∫
(k(−L+ L0 + c)−msg)L̇dt+ Uδ (14)

where

Uδ = −f2(L0−L)−
∫
b2L̇

2 dt+

∫
kLaL̇dt− δTD (15)

Using analytical solutions, Uδ can be computed exactly over
all time; it represents the sum of all energy loss terms during
stance, along with the energy added by the actuator. The
term δTD represents the instantaneous energy loss at touch-
down, which can be calculated using initial conditions and
the impact dynamics in Eq. (7). With these equations, we
can calculate exactly what apex heights the system model
will reach over all time, given initial conditions entering the
first stance phase.

Both the friction terms and the unsprung mass at the
foot account for significant energy loss at each successive
hop, and thus actuation is needed to introduce additional
energy into the system, for either stochastic, height-varying
terrain or for steady-state hopping or flat ground. To achieve
consistent steady-state hopping, we can of course use our
equations for Uδ to find the magnitude of current needed to
achieve this. At the instant after touchdown, the energy level
of the system is computed by

ETD =
1

2
msL̇

2 (16)

If a ground height disturbance, yh, is present, the disturbance
energy can be computed as

Edist =
1

2
msg|yh − L| (17)

Uδ is then computed for the end of the stance phase as
Eδ(uFF ), where uFF is a constant feed-forward current
term. The controller selects current step magnitude uFF to
achieve the correct next-apex energy level as

uFF = arg min |Eδ(uFF )− (msghdes − ETD − Edist)|,
(18)

where hdes is the desired next apex height. The above
minimization function may not be analytically solvable,
but finding the correct value of uFF can be accomplished
by simply calculating Eδ(uFF ) over a window of values
and determining the minimum value for some resolution.
Although this returns an ideal feed-forward current step
magnitude uFF , our purpose in performing this calculation
is to use the resulting analytical solutions for the leg length
L as references for the HOPFL controller from Section III.

B. Apex Height Regulation in Forward Motion

The analytical equations seen in the previous section were
calculated and implemented online to follow a set of apex
height trajectories. During the stance phase uhip is zero,



and during the flight phase, uhip uses a simple controller
to position the leg to set the touch-down angle θTD to
achieve forward hopping. For simplicity we use a very simple
controller, used by Raibert [6] in historic work with hoppers,
to set the touch-down angle, given as

θTD = θ0 +K(ẋr − ẋhip) (19)

where θ0 is a constant touch-down angle, and ẋhip is the
forward velocity of the hip joint, with forward velocity
reference ẋr and gain K. To obtain the correct apex heights
during forward motion, we must account for the energy offset
due to the non-zero leg angle at each step. Calculating this
quantity entails estimating the state values at the future take-
off: L̇TO, θTO, and θ̇TO. However, L̇TO can be computed
as

ms

ml +ms
L̇TO =

√
2g(hdes − L0)− L0θ̇TO

ml

2(ml +ms)

where hdes is the desired apex height, and we have used the
system’s impact dynamics and the fact that we are regulating
L(t) using PFL to force L̇TO, to account for energy loss at
take-off. We lastly use the following simple but adequate
symmetry approximation for the take-off angular variables

θTO ≈ −θTD, θ̇TO ≈ θ̇TD. (20)

These assumptions allow us to estimate the energy offset, as
compared to 1D hopping, that occurs during steady-state 2D
motion and command a slightly higher L̇TO. This correction
has been successfully implemented in the hardware, as it will
be shown next.

In order to adopt an apex height control strategy to the
robot FRANK, some hardware details must be accounted for.
Although a mechanical lock prevents the boom side of the
robot from rotating, torsional forces on the carbon fiber boom
result in the body of the robot flexing by a few degrees during
operation. The effect on the stance phase dynamics is largely
negligible, however when controlling a specific touch-down
angle θTD the relative encoder reading at the hip for θ must
be added to the body angle φ to correctly position the global
leg angle. A pair of HC-SR04 acoustic sensors were mounted
to each side of the robot in order to estimate the body angle
φ so this could be accomplished. Since the robot hardware is
tethered to a boom, during the flight phase the boom angle
ψ, i.e., the angle that the boom forms vertically with respect
to the horizon, follows non-linear dynamics that must be
accounted for when determining proper take-off velocities.
During hopping |ψ| ≤ −15 [deg], therefore we use a
small angle approximation to analytically solve and convert
information from the leg states L and L̇ to boom flight phase
states ψ and ψ̇. Lastly, all computation is running locally on
the robot hardware, which has a maximum sampling rate
of 1 KHz. Determining the correct feed-forward solution
requires some calculation time, and since a typical stance
phase can be as short as 150 ms, all calculations must be
accomplished in the preceding flight phase in an algorithmic
way, as explained by Fig. 5.
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tf light - Calculate trajectories

Algorithm Steps for One Cycle
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Fig. 5. To regulate an apex state, all control must be accomplished in the
preceding stance phase. Furthermore, the feed-forward construction must
complete all required calculations before the touch-down event, with a
typical flight phase lasting 300ms-400ms, so the reference trajectories are
ready at the start of the stance phase. At each step i, the algorithm begins
the calculation at TOi, forward solves impact and flight dynamics {1} to
generate stance phase initial conditions TDi, and forward solves stance and
flight using a binary search to generate trajectories {2−3}. The trajectories
are implemented in real time using PFL during the stance phase {2}.
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Fig. 6. The robot FRANK was successfully able to track all references
during the stance phase with reasonable results. The state measurement for
L̇ is estimated using a filter, and the state measurements for L̈ and

...
L are

calculated in real-time using analytic equations. The SEA position La is
also shown to illustrate that it remains quite well behaved.

Implementation of the feed-forward calculation utilizes
a binary search algorithm which takes roughly 0.1 sec
to compute, well within flight time requirements. At each
iteration, the algorithm loops through steps 2-3 on Fig. 5,
using the analytical stance phase equations to solve for the
stance phase trajectory, the impact dynamics in Eq. (8) with
boom geometry, and flight phase analytical equations to
calculate a resulting apex state. Upon finding the correct
apex state for a given reference, the algorithm saves the
stance trajectory L(t) and the first three derivatives for use
in the PFL controller during the subsequent stance phase.
An example of such trajectories calculated in real-time are
shown in Fig. 6.

Experimental tracking performance for a set of trajectories
is shown in Fig. 6, with actuator usage uleg for a single



experimental stance phase shown in Fig. 7. These results
verify the feasibility of using our 4th-order PFL control
on real hopper hardware. Results for apex tracking during
approximate steady-state motion, with a commanded forward
speed of ẋr = 0.42 ms−1, are shown in Fig. 8. As the results
show, the robot is able to track apex references that quickly
change on a step-to-step basis even in the presence of noisy
forward velocity signals. This is a considerable improvement
over results generated via simplistic PID methods shown in
Fig. 4. We note that both accuracy of forward speed and apex
height can likely be improved by more elaborate touch-down
angle controllers, usage of the hip actuator in stance, and
in particular incorporating model information of SLIP-like
angular dynamics, which is explored in Section V.
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Fig. 7. Above shows the current applied by the SEA hardware during a
stance phase. The controller briefly saturates to the hard limit of the robot,
15A, but is otherwise well behaved. This stance trajectory corresponds to a
solution generated with |uFF | = 4.23A, and the average absolute current
usage here is 4.83A, therefore we estimate usage of the PFL controller on
our hardware costs approximately 14% more power when compared to a
purely feed-forward method.
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Fig. 8. The controller is able to track apex heights on the hardware, even
during forward motion. By using a feed-forward based algorithm, we are
able to track step-to-step apex changes and also gain increased tracking
performance of feedback control by using our high order PFL controller
directly on the leg state. Accuracy can likely be improved in future work
by using the leg angle actuator, which is currently unused in stance, to better
regulate forward speed, but comparing to Fig. 4 we clearly show hardware
results that are an improvement over simulation results using conventional
PID methods.
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Fig. 9. The control algorithm can easily be modified to reject ground
disturbances on the hardware. With the controller off, which can be
considered as using a purely feed-forward based technique, encountering
a ground perturbation results in an unwanted increase to the global apex
height. By calculating a set of solutions and determining the ground level
at impact, the robot is able to reject these kind of disturbances in real-time.

C. Ground Disturbance Rejection

Another desirable attribute of control systems for legged
robots is the ability to reject ground disturbances well enough
to allow for operation on rough terrain. Although the acoustic
sensor based body angle measurements currently prevent
FRANK from traversing terrain boards, the control algo-
rithm can be easily augmented to handle non-zero ground
levels. This is accomplished by simply computing in parallel
multiple solution sets over a range of ground levels in
algorithm steps 2-3, and at touch-down selecting the solution
corresponding to the proper ground height. This makes use
of parallel computing and requires the ability to estimate
the level of the ground at touch-down, which is a capability
of the robot FRANK. During experimental vertical hopping
large boards of approximate thickness 1.6cm and 3.8cm were
injected under the robot during flight. Figure 9 displays the
robot’s ability to easily reject these ground disturbances,
allowing potential operation on rough terrain while retaining
reasonable apex accuracy.

These hardware results motivate further investigation of
using high order PFL in more complicated hopping gaits.
Specifically, in the next sections we investigate in simulation
generating trajectories for the 2D problem of step length
control in such a way that we can predict the underactuated
angular dynamics, and enforce them with PFL to regulate
footholds.

V. SLIP-BASED TRAJECTORY GENERATION

In this section we illustrate how to use the 4th-order PFL
strategy to implement analytical SLIP-based trajectories and
enforce step length commands. The actuator’s dynamics,
seen in Eq. (4), cause even controlling something as simple
as the apex height to not be necessarily straightforward.



The 1D case is a problem that considerably simplifies the
system’s dynamics by not considering the system’s angular
dynamics. Consequently, there exists a closed-form solution
for the stance phase that allows one to design the reference
trajectory for the leg-length dynamics to set the necessary
take-off velocity and drive the system to a desired apex
height.

In the 2D case, regulating the ballistic phase requires
controlling the take-off values L̇TO, θTO and θ̇TO. For
non steady-state gaits with varying step-lengths, simple ap-
proximations such as Eq. (20) will not provide acceptable
results as they do for the constant speed case. Since the SEA
dynamics only instantaneously affect L and not θ, we can
force the angular dynamics of the system to be quite similar
to SLIP, for which we have fast analytical approximations,
by enforcing certain trajectories on the leg using our high
order PFL controller.

Note that FRANK (and any robot in general) is subject
to energy loss at impact due to the unsprung mass. The
SLIP, being a simplified model with a massless leg, does
not capture this aspect. It is then important to remember to
artificially incorporate energy loss at the transition between
phases, as described in Eq. 7 and 8.

A. Analytical Stance Approximation

Work in [12] considers SLIP dynamics. It is shown that
if we can control exactly the leg-length trajectory to be a
composite of sinewaves of the form L(t) = r + a cos(ωt +
β) + vt, we can compute an accurate approximation of the
leg-angle dynamics throughout stance as

θ(t) ≈ 1

L(t)
(u0(t) + εu1(t) + ε2u2(t) + ...),

where the various ui(t)’s for i = 0, 1, . . . are solutions of

d2

dt2
u0 − λ2u0 = 0,

d2

dt2
ui − λ2ui = −δui−1 cos (ωt+ β), i = 1, 2, . . .

and the initial conditions for the above differential equations
and constants r, v, λ, β, δ, ω, and ε are determined from the
robot state at touch-down.

To force the SLIP’s leg-length trajectory to be a composite
of sinewaves, [12] loosely approximates the actuator’s mo-
tion to be the sum of a piecewise linear function Llin(t)
paired with a nonlinear component, Lnl(t), as

La(t) = Llin(t) + Lnl(t). (21)

Lnl(t) is a state feedback term with the purpose of cancelling
the nonlinear terms of the L-dynamics in SLIP to allow
for the construction of an analytical solution, and therefore
is fully determined by the states of the system throughout
stance. Generating a trajectory to drive the system to a
desired state becomes then a problem of finding the right
piecewise linear function Llin(t). If we parametrize Llin as
a function of a small numbers of parameters, the problem
of searching for an actuation policy to yield some nominal

L(t) is equivalent to performing a search over all feasible
values of such parameters. It is important to note that the
nonlinear dynamics of La are not captured by the linear
parametrization that we use to generate a reference trajectory
for L, as will be shown in the next subsection. However,
the 4th-order feedback linearization has the advantage of
redirecting the problem to the dynamics of L, essentially
ignoring the accuracy of the parametrization used to generate
the trajectory for the leg.

B. Parametrization of SEA Motion and Reachable Space

Starting from a fixed initial condition, i.e., apex state A =
[y, ẋ] and θTD pair, one can compute the reachable space R
of the system as the set of all apex states reachable in one
step for any feasible motion of the SEA throughout stance.
As the reachable space is a function of the SEA motions, the
particular parametrization of La, and consequently Llin, used
to solve the system’s dynamics affects the shape and size of
the computed space. Therefore, the parametrization used can
most effectively be employed in control strategies when it
does not excessively contract the reachable space. As shown
in [12] and [16], to maximize the reachable space of the SLIP
model, the actuator needs to be controlled throughout the
entire stance phase. We assume that the actuator moves at its
maximum constant velocity to reach a desired constant value,
La0, and at some time ts the actuator moves with maximum
velocity towards its upper or lower limit until the end of the
stance phase. Therefore, searching for an actuation policy
to yield some nominal L(t) is equivalent to performing a
search over all feasible values of La0 and ts. As previously
mentioned, the linear parametrization of La does not fully
capture its nonlinear dynamics, as shown in Fig. 10. The 4th-
order PFL has the added benefit of ignoring discrepancies
in the actuator’s dynamics versus its parametrization while
driving the leg length dynamics, L, to the reference trajectory.
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Fig. 10. This figure shows an example of the approximated La(t)
computed as in (21) (dotted green line), used to generate the leg-length
reference trajectory, versus the actual La computed from the system’s
equations of motion (4) (solid blue line). The parameters used for the
approximated function are La0 = 0.03 m, and ts = 0.118 s. We
can see here that the nonlinear dynamics of La are not captured by the
parametrization (21). However, as previously stated, the high-order PFL
ignores the accuracy of the parametrization of La, and thus mismatches in
the model of La do not affect the performance of the PFL tracking, as long
as it is within the current and physical limits of our system.

Fig. 11 shows the total reachable space from a set initial
conditions, computed numerically by solving the system’s
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Fig. 11. Above shows how the reachable space R can be parametrized
by our SLIP-based technique, compared to the real reachable space of the
system for an initial apex state of (ẋcm, ycm) = (0.4m/s, 0.75m). The
colors denote the discrete values of La0 used to compute the grid, and
the black line denotes apex states resulting in commanding a constant
La0 without any switches, where the magenta arrows illustrate how the
apex states change as ts decreases to zero and actuates the SEA in both
positive and negative directions. Although the approximation does not
capture parts of the boundary of the true reachable space, our method retains
approximately 61% of the reachable area and is several orders of magnitude
faster to calculate.

dynamics (4) and with the parametrization of La discussed
above. As we can see, the analytically calculated reachable
space estimate captures a large amount of the real system’s
reachable space. It is worth mentioning that numerically
solving the system’s dynamics, especially when frictional
and damping terms are present, is computationally taxing and
cannot be carried out in real-time. In particular to Fig. 11,
the real reachable space shown consists of approximately
5,000 points that are calculated from a brute force search
of all possible La commands using an ODE solver, which
takes several hours to simulate. In contrast, the analytical
grid shown consists of a much smaller set of only about 600
points and takes less than one second to calculate. Hence,
it is not possible to compute the actual reachable space
of the system during real-time hopping, but it is possible
to perform such computations when using the stance-phase
approximation and the SEA parametrization. Since each apex
state is simply a function of two decoupled parameters, grid
calculations can make great use of parallel processing. Sev-
eral parameters can be tuned to allow for a faster computation
of the reachable space. In particular, the grid of La0 and
ts can be computed at different resolutions to increase or
decrease the accuracy versus the computation time, which is
explored in Section VII.

VI. REACHABILITY-BASED STEP LENGTH CONTROL

The reachable space expressed as a function of forward
velocity and apex height does not in itself fully characterize
one dimension: the forward position, or, more interesting
in terms of motion planning, the step length S. As defined
in Fig. 2, S = STO + Sflight + STD cannot be computed
without a priori knowledge of the future touch-down angle

θTD,i+1. For any fixed pair θTD,i and θTD,i+1, the step-
length achievable in one step is not unique, but is a function
of the actuator’s parametrization {La0, ts}i. Once a desired
S is chosen within the set of achievable step-lengths S ∈
[Smin, Smax], we can look at the curve of possible apex
states within the reachable space that results in that step-
length, as shown in Fig. 12. In general, we can choose the
desired state based on particular considerations (e.g., we may
want to maintain the robot’s gait as close as possible to a
certain reference in terms of forward speed and apex height).
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Fig. 12. Above shows the parametrization of the reachable space R for
an initial condition of (ẋcm, ycm) = (0.4m/s, 0.75m) and next touch-
down angle θTD = −3 deg with the step length S shown in color. Here
we see that for each step length within the reachable space several specific
apex state solutions exist and evolve on curves, with a few examples shown
specifically above. The convex hull is shown in black and can be used to
very quickly calculate the approximate centroid of the reachable space C,
shown as the black X. Calculation of the approximate centroid location can
be accomplished with an extremely small amount of grid points.

At each flight phase, given initial conditions Ai−1 and
θTD,i and a desired step-length S, one needs to compute
the future touch-down angle θTD,i+1 and the actuation’s
parametrization {La0, ts}i that results in the desired S and
next apex state Ai to be within some neighborhood of a
reference state. The usage of simplistic touch-down angle
control such as (19), introduced earlier for simplicity to
demonstrate hardware results, limits the reachable space at
each step by forcing all possible solutions of a given step-
length to be within some neighborhood of a forward speed
reference ẋr. Additionally, such simple methods require
knowledge of compatible (θTD,i+1, ẋr) pairs that typically
must be experimentally measured and tuned along with
feedback gains. Therefore, in what follows we present a
reachability-based method for choosing touch-down angles
and actuation’s parametrization that allow for any specific
step-length solution within the current reachable space to be
chosen at each step, and provide an algorithm to regulate
said step-lengths at each step.

A. Touch-Down Angle Selection

The key property this method makes use of is the fact
that varying θTD,i+1 biases the velocity range of the next
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Fig. 13. In order to regulate step length S, the next touch-down angle
θTD,i+1 must be computed during apex state Ai−1, as θTD,i is defined
from the previous step and Ri is completely deterministic from Ai−1.
The touch-down angle is calculated by performing a binary search over
Ri+1 (translucent polygons) in order to align the future centroid C̃i+1

with centroid reference Cref (yellow star). The actual apex state visited Ai

(green circle) will always be along the corresponding step length curve to
S (dashed line) and is chosen to be the point horizontally closest to Cref .

reachable space, thus causing Ri+1 to translate along the
velocity axis based on the chosen touch-down angle. Starting
from Ai−1 and θTD,i, the choice of the future θTD,i+1 to
achieve the desired step-length S is performed as follows
(refer to Fig. 13).

The position of Ai depends on the future actuator’s
parametrization that is computed as a function of θTD,i+1,
and thus cannot be computed directly from Ai−1. However,
the future apex state is an element of the reachable space
of the current apex state and touch-down angle: Ai ∈ Ri.
As explained in section V-B, Ri can be estimated using the
closed-form approximation of the stance phase dynamics and
a coarse grid {La0, ts}. In particular, we can compute the
centroid Ci of Ri, as seen in Fig. 12, using a further reduced
grid to only define the convex hull. We can conservatively
assume the expected future apex to be Ãi = Ci. From Ãi
we can calculate the future centroid C̃i+1 once we set a
touch-down angle, thus we perform a binary search over a
broad range of feasible touch-down angles. The binary search
chooses θTD,i+1 computing the reachable space from Ãi,
Ri+1, whose centroid minimizes the distance with respect
to a target centroid Cref :

θTD,i+1 = arg min
θTD

‖ C̃i+1 − Cref ‖2 . (22)

In other words, the touch-down angle is chosen to align the
future centroid of the reachable space to a target reference
centroid. The target centroid Cref is typically chosen to be
constant, but can be set to transition the system to different
energy states. Note that generally Ai 6= Ãi. The guess apex
Ãi+1 is used to compute θTD,i+1, while the actual apex
Ai will be a function of La0 and ts that will be computed
next. However, because both apex states belong to Ri, their
distance (i.e., the error on the guess of the future state) is
bounded by the size of Ri.

B. Step-Length Algorithm

We now provide our complete algorithm used to precisely
regulate footholds that can be chosen randomly from within
the reachable space of the system at each step. Starting at
each take-off, we perform a minimization algorithm during
the flight phase to find the values La0 and ts, the SLIP-based
trajectory parameters presented in Section V, that minimize
the cost function

J = |Si − Sref |, (23)

where Si and Sref are the achieved and desired step-lengths
respectively, which are a function of both the ballistic path
and angle values at take-off and touch-down. To test our
algorithm, the foothold reference Sref is chosen randomly
from within the reachable space at each step.

The algorithm proceeds as follows (refer to Fig. 13).
i Starting from apex state Ai−1 or somewhere in flight,
θTD,i+1 is computed using the binary search on the
centroid of the estimated future reachable space, C̃i+1

as discussed in Subsection VI-A.
ii The reachable space Ri is computed using the closed-

form approximation of the stance-phase dynamics for
a coarse grid of the parameters {La0, ts}.

iii From TOi we can backsolve the ballistic flight phase
and system impact dynamics and find the set of states,
forming a 1D curve, that give the reference step-length
Sref :

LS = {A ∈ Ri | Si = Sref},
where LS represents the S = Sref curve in Fig. 13.
Defining yLS

and yref as the y-component of LS and
Cref respectively, we choose the policy

{LSa0, tSs } = arg min
La0, ts

|yLS
− yref |,

which represents the actuation pair in the {La0, ts}-
grid which results in the point in the LS curve clos-
est to our target state. Note that many solutions are
possible here, but we specifically choose to be closest
to the y-component of the target state since the ẋ-
component is already aligned using the touch-down
angle controller.

iv The optimal policy that minimizes the cost function
J in (23) is found using a Nelder-Mead constraint
optimization algorithm as

{Lopta0 , t
opt
s } = arg min

La0, ts

J,

initialized at {LSa0, tSs }, which is the actuation pair
from the coarse-grid approximation computed in the
previous step.

v Lopta0 and topts are used to compute the leg-length
reference trajectory Lref , and the 4th-order PFL (11)-
(12) is implemented at touch-down.

Thanks to the existence of an accurate closed-form ap-
proximation for the stance phase dynamics, both the reach-
able space computation and the optimization search can



be performed with low cost in terms of computation time.
While in general the cost function J is not convex over the
entire {La0, ts}-space, the global minimum will reasonably
be expected to be in a neighborhood of {LSa0, tSs }. Thus,
initializing the optimization function at {LSa0, tSs } guarantees,
within accuracy of the coarse grid used, that the solution
found will be the global minimum. Additionally, {LSa0, tSs }
converges to {Lopta0 , t

opt
s } as the number of points in the grid

used to compute the reachable space at step (ii) tends to
infinity. Therefore, if the {La0, ts}-grid is fine enough with
respect to a set tolerance for the error of the solution found,
step (iv) can be omitted.

VII. SIMULATION STUDY

The control strategies outlined in this paper were imple-
mented in simulation using an ODE solver to numerically
compute the dynamics for FRANK in (4), along with system
parameters from Table I. The simulations were performed
using an Intel i7-2600 CPU, running all 8 logical cores to
make use of parallel processing available in our algorithms.
Here, we discuss accuracy of foothold placement, feasibility
of computation time, and stability of the reachable space.

A. Step Length Algorithm Results

We can use our step-length control algorithm to track
footholds that change quickly on a step-to-step basis. This
is contrasted with simpler, classical techniques where the
touch-down angle is traditionally set by using feedback of
the forward speed measurement, as in (19). Data in Fig. 14
compare several simulated steps for both control methods,
where the foothold reference is chosen randomly at each
step from within the reachable space. It is clear the centroid-
based touchdown controller performs drastically better, as
the simpler touch-down angle controller is typically suited
for regulating steady-state motions and does not have the
advantage of having a large reachable space at each step.

For the majority of the simulation results presented in this
work, we consider simply commanding the target centroid
location Cref to remain constant throughout all step com-
mands. Specifically, we command Cref = (0.75m, 0.4m/s)
as this was an apex state we were able to achieve during
hardware experiments with FRANK without bottoming out
the spring or exceeding the actuator’s limits. Commanding a
reference centroid means we expect the actual apex states
A visited by the robot at each step to be within some
neighborhood of Cref , as the particular solution picked is
randomly chosen from within the reachable step-lengths. It
is however possible to shift the location of the centroid,
which we illustrate in Fig. 15. Here we see the actual apex
states A chosen for particular step length commands can be
biased by choosing different reference centroids Cref . While
in general this does not change the total number of possible
step commands for a given apex state, it does allow for
changes in the mean step-lengths by transitioning the system
to lower or higher energy states. This is a useful feature
and can be applied in higher level planning for sequences
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Fig. 14. Above are simulation results for the control algorithm using
the simple feedback based touch-down angle controller (red diamond) from
(19) and the described centroid-based TD angle controller (green X). Using
simple methods based on discrete apex-state measurements reduces the
possible reachable states at each step. Here in particular at step numbers 5
and 11 we see fast changing reference commands outside of the simple
controller’s reachable space, eventually resulting in failure. In contrast,
controlling the touch-down angle using our centroid-based method results
in both a higher reachable space at each step and the ability to track fast
step-to-step varying footholds accurately.
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Fig. 15. Above shows our controller’s ability to translate the centroid C of
the reachable space of the system. Shifting the target centroid allows us to
bias the overall energy level of the reachable space. Three different centroid
references Cref are commanded during a simulation of 30k steps (X’s), and
as expected the ycm component of the particular step length apex state A,
the actual apex state visited by the robot (S-curve soln), is within some
neighbourhood of the corresponding yref component of the commanded
centroids Cref . It is important to note that the variance in the apex states
here do not affect step length accuracy as long as the step command is
within the reachable space at each step.

of steps. We leave the problem of optimal reachable space
centroid selection open for future work.

B. Effect of Reachability Grid Size

Both the accuracy of the achieved footholds and the
controller computation time are functions of the total number
of points analytically calculated, Ngrid, i.e., the sum of
the points used in the {La0, ts}-grid and the maximum
number of points used in the binary search. The grid size
(resolution) must be set low enough to achieve a feasible
computation time, with the ballistic time varying depending
on the step length chosen at each hop. Typical ballistic
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Fig. 16. The reachability grid size must be appropriately chosen to
have a feasible computation time. Each set of data above corresponds to a
simulation of 5k steps, and here we see the distribution of step length error
(top) and normalized computation time (bottom) as a function of varying
grid size. We see that while the computation time decreases dramatically
as we reduce the grid size, the variance of the step error only increases by
a fairly small amount. We must always choose a grid size such that the
normalized computation time is less than the flight phase duration (black
dotted line).

durations for our system vary between 300ms-500ms. We
define the normalized computation time to be

ρfl = 100
computation time

flight time

To be computationally feasible all computations must be
accomplished during flight, thus we require ρfl < 100%.
Several simulation sets shown in Fig. 16 were performed
consisting of 5,000 randomly chosen step commands, where
the reachability grid size Ngrid was varied, and the distri-
butions of the normalized computation time and of the step-
length error were measured. Here we see that we must select
Ngrid appropriately small and expect some small step-length
error at each step. Particular to our computational hardware,
we must choose Ngrid < 120, and expect mean step-length
errors of around 0.6%.

C. Stability

The proposed control action drives the system to a non-
steady-state motion, where the step-length is changed at each
hop. In particular, our control policy varies the step-length
by choosing a random value; if said value were not to be
achievable in one step, the closest achievable is chosen. It is
not generally possible to globally assert stability of systems
whose trajectory does not converge to a constant state nor to a
limit cycle, although successful simulation results for 30,000
steps from Fig. 15 with randomized choice of the desired
step-lengths at each hop statistically suggest a level of stabil-
ity for our system. To obviate the problem, we performed the
following stability test. From a set of 300 initial conditions
and 100 consecutive hops, we command a step length as
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Fig. 17. This figure shows the progression of the reached apex state
after 3, 8, and over 15 hops (end states), starting from a pool of initial
apex states randomly picked inside and on the edge of a closed set. For
each initial condition, the step-length is chosen as a fixed percentage of the
total reachable step-lengths at each hop. After a relatively small number of
hops the solution converges to a steady-state limit cycle or to a periodical
oscillatory state. As we show here, starting from a closed set we converge
to a smaller, closed set.

a fixed percentage of the step-length range achievable at
each step. For example, at each hop we determine the range
of step-lengths achievable [Smin, Smax] and we command
S as S = α(Smax − Smin) + Smin, where α is a fixed
percentage in [0, 1]. Simulation results show that for higher
values of α, the systems converges to a limit cycle. For lower
values of α, however, the system oscillates between several
low energy apex states. This is due to the fact that for low
step-lengths, the solution is for the system to reach a low
energy state, whose reachable space has no intersection with
the desired apex height given by Cref (forward velocity is
controlled via choice of θTD). As a result, the solution tends
to periodically oscillate between low energy apex states.
Despite the oscillation, the solution remains bounded. A
consideration stemming from this stability experiment is that
for any initial condition chosen in the initial ball in Fig. 17,
every future hop will stay within the ball for several values
of α. At each hop, the original state-space shrinks to a
convergence set.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work we have presented motivating hardware
results and algorithms for modeling and control techniques
for a realistic series-elastic actuated hopping robot to achieve
accurate state tracking. For practical hopping robots, actu-
ators have real dynamics that must be modeled for state
tracking to work well with feed-forward control methods.
For closed-form approximations of step-to-step dynamics,
we argue such models are essential for both higher-level
planning and low-level feed-forward and feedback control.



By using our high order partial feedback linearizing con-
troller directly on the leg state of the robot, we are able to
generate methods that use fast SLIP-based approximations,
allowing us to parametrize and calculate the reachable space
in real time. This allows us to construct control frameworks
that not only result in excellent performance but also allow
for a large set of possible footholds at each step. We argue
this is critical in improving both reliability (e.g., ability to
recover from terrain perturbations) and agility (e.g., ability
to accurately go to any of a family of reachable future states)
of realistic spring-legged robots.

Future work will investigate both unlocking the body and
using the leg angle actuator to allow comparability between
body stabilization and SLIP-based trajectory generation. We
seek to compare such methods to our previous work, with
the ultimate goal of accurately regulating stride length, and
providing a framework that allows for future work in the
construction of trajectories to achieve desired results such as
stride switching, operation on rough terrain, and disturbance
rejection.
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